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Can Trump order companies to stop doing business with China? August 26, â€¢ "For all Plus: Robocalls, the
toy-to-movie pipeline and the latest tariff news.

He returned to the U. Plus, can the tech industry or its innovative spirit save us from climate change? The
board then hired Donald Quayle to be the first president of NPR with 30 employees and 90 charter member
local stations, and studios in Washington, D. How will turmoil in the Middle East affect insurance premiums
for tankers moving through the region? To oversee the day-to-day operations and prepare its budget, members
elect a board of directors. Weekdays at 6 p. Ryssdal and other reporters have been focusing on the economy in
Erie, Pa. Ryssdal, 53, and a small contingent of editors huddle in a conference room, beginning at a. Is your
phone listening to you? NPR was primarily a production and distribution organization until , when it merged
with the Association of Public Radio Stations. By November of that year, users downloaded NPR and other
public radio podcasts 5 million times. Something is not rotten in the state of Denmark. There is a podcast for
everyone. Plus, do story spoilers necessarily spoil stories? The Chinese telecoms giant Huawei has warned
that President Trump's order to ban cooperation with some foreign communication networks will leave the U.
Morning Edition premiered on November 5, , first hosted by Bob Edwards. NPR stations reach  Unlike many
other radio broadcasts, Ryssdal writes his own script. With room for up to 90 employees, it was established to
expand its production capabilities, improve its coverage of the western United States , and create a backup
production facility capable of keeping NPR on the air in the event of a catastrophe in Washington, D.
Facebook has banned an Israeli company it believes was behind hundreds of fake accounts, mostly targeting
elections in six African countries. No more. It's controversial to talk about using more money and technology
to adapt versus efforts to mitigate, or slow down, global warming. This time we caught up with him at Los
Angeles International Airport as he stepped off a flight from Atlanta. The grant is meant to begin a project
called Impact of Government that was intended to add at least journalists at NPR member radio stations in all
50 states by 


